FURTHER READING

There are now several books available along with magazine articles which have useful information about the use of Sea Anchors and Drogues. The following list is what is currently available:

BOOKS

The Drag Device Data Base by Victor Shane Definitely our favorite, it is a compilation of reports from voyagers who have used Sea Anchors & Drogues over the years and the input to this book has been used to improve and refine our products and recommendations. With analyses by the author. A response form for this book is included with every PARA-TECH Sea Anchor and Drogue. We carry this book and include a copy with all fully rigged PARA-TECH Sea Anchor systems. Price for the book is $36.95

Heavy Weather Tactics Using Sea Anchors & Drogues by Earl Hinz Earl Hinz is a well known cruiser with several books and articles to his credit. The second edition is now available and can be obtained directly from Earl. His E-Mail address is: 110165.2052@compuserve.com. Price is $20.00 autographed and including shipping & handling.

Storm Tactics Handbook by Lin & Larry Pardey Lin & Larry have hundreds of thousands of sea miles under their belts with several books and articles to their credit. This book is a very popular book.

The Sea Anchor & Drogue Handbook By Daniel C. Shewmon This book contains a large amount of technical information - if you are interested in the more technical, engineering side of drag devices this book has it all.

Heavy Weather Sailing, 4th Edition by K. Adlard Coles, Revised by Peter Bruce The foremost work on heavy weather sailing, we are pleased that this edition contains a chapter devoted to Drag Devices.

Surviving the Storm -Coastal & Offshore Tactics, First Edition by Steve & Linda Dashew Not just information about using Sea Anchors & Drogues but loads of storm related information.

MAGAZINE ARTICLES

MULTIHULLS Jan./Feb., 1992 Page 29 Drag Device Data Base Multihulls Using Sea Anchors Off The Bow by Victor Shane

MULTIHULLS March/April, 1992 Page 40 Drag Device Data Base - Part Two Multihulls Using Drogues Off The Stern
by Victor Shane

MULTIHULLS March/April, 1992 Page 32 Gunkholing By Rudolph Kirse III


Ocean Navigator Jan./Feb. 1996 Page 26 A practical look at sea anchor use by Tom Tursi

Multihulls Sept./Oct., 1996 Page 27 Manx Trip a Knockout (Literally!) by Colin Kenny

George Day's Blue Water Sailing Feb., 1997 Sea Anchors And Drogues Part I

George Day's Blue Water Sailing March, 1997 Sea Anchors And Drogues Part II

CRUISING Spring, 1997 Page 19 Drag Devices by Noel Dilly

Ocean Navigator Nov./Dec., 1997 Page 44 Crossing Gale Alley by Steven McAbee

Yachting Monthly July, 1998 Page 28 STORM-BUSTERS Sea Anchors on trial by Peter Bruce

Yachting Monthly July, 1998 Page 34 HURRICANE Force 12 by Deborah Schutz

Yachting Monthly Aug., 1998 Page 88 STORM BUSTERS Drogues on trial by Peter Bruce

Yachting World July, 1998 Slowing the Boat Down by Richard Clifford


PASSAGEMAKER Spring, 1999 Coping with Extremes by Day Pike

George Day's Blue Water Sailing July, 1999 A Rough Crossing to New Zealand by Steve Roswell


George Day's Blue Water Sailing May, 2000 Page 30 DRAG DEVICE POLEMICS by Steve Dashew